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Far-infrared absorption spectroscopy in magnetic fields of up to 30 T of the zinc acceptor impurity in indium
phosphide has revealed for the first time a series of free-hole transitionssLandau-related seriesd in addition to
the familiar bound-hole transitionssLyman seriesd as well as hitherto unobserved phonon replicas of both
series. Analysis of these data permits the simultaneous direct experimental determination ofsid the hole
effective mass,sii d the species-specific binding energy of the acceptor impurity,siii d the absolute energy levels
of the acceptor excited states of both odd and even parity,sivd more reliable, and in some cases the only,g
factors for acceptor states, through relaxation of the selection rules for phonon replicas, andsvd the LO phonon
energy. The method is applicable to other semiconductors and may lead to the reappraisal of their physical
parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

InP is a direct-gapeg=1.42 eV III-V semiconductor alloy
of tremendous technological importance in photonicsspho-
tonics integrated circuits, laser diodes, light-emitting diodes,
photodetectors, quantum-dot lasers, optical modulatorsd,
electronics shigh-speed, high-power applications, high-
electron-mobility transistors,fdoubleg heterojunction bipolar
transistorsd, and radiation detectionsmedical physics, solar
cells, neutrino physicsd. Despite this, knowledge of the va-
lence band and hole states remains relatively poor. The chief
p-type impurity deliberately incorporated into InP is Zn. In
this work, InP:Zn is examined in magnetic field to clarify the
appraisal of the parameters of hole-doped semiconductors.

The ground-statesbinding, ionizationd energyEA of a ge-
neric acceptor in InP has been calculated by Baldereschi and
Lipari within a spherical model,1 including cubic
contributions2 and inversion asymmetry.3 Wang and Chen
have calculatedEA for a generic acceptor in InP using ak ·p
Hamiltonian.4 They include a central-cell potential correction
to obtain the energy of Zn impurity. Results of these calcu-
lations are summarized in Table I. It is notable that the Zn-
specific calculation differs substantially from each of the ge-
neric calculations, underscoring the importance of the
central-cell correction, which is not easy to calculate with
precision. Experimental values ofEA have been determined
by photoluminescencesPLd and also appear in Table I. These
differ among themselves by 4.5 meVsabout 10%d.

Excited states of shallow substitutional acceptors in tetra-
hedrally bonded semiconductors inherit the complex charac-
ter of the valence band. Starting from a spherical model,1 the
inclusion of spin-orbit coupling requires atomicS states be
denotedS3/2; the subscript gives the total angular momentum
F. The P states becomeP1/2, P3/2, and P5/2. Adding first-
order cubic terms to the Hamiltonian2 affects the 2P5/2 state,
which now splits into 2P5/2sG8

−d and 2P5/2sG7
−d, where the

termsGk
p refer to irreducible representations of the Oh group.

In general, any state may be labeled asnGk
p of Oh wherep is

the parity, denoted1 or 2, k takes on the values 6, 7, or 8,
and n=1,2,3,… is the sequence number for states of a
given p and k in order of energy. While the symbolnGk

p

completely specifies the state it is sometimes convenient to
retain the atomic notation and, for example, write the ground
state as 1S3/2s1G8

+d and the first odd-parity excited state as
2P3/2s1G8

−d. The energies of excited states have not been sub-
ject to as great theoretical or experimental investigation as
has the ground state; some limited values are given in Table
II. Not only the energies of the states themselves, but even
energy differences between states exhibit considerable varia-
tion in Table II. For example, the 1G8

+/1G8
− difference is

given variously as 19.31, 20.72, and 24.5 meV, a discrepancy
much larger than the resolution of typical spectrometers.

Transition energiessenergy differences between statesd
have been measured by electronic Raman scatteringsERSd10

and by absorption spectroscopysdescribed hered. Such meth-
ods do not yield directly the energies of the states them-

TABLE I. Ground-states1G8
+d energyEA of InP:Zn.

Theoretical model meV cm−1

Spherical model, genericsRef. 1d 35.2 283.9

– including cubic termssRef. 2d 35.20 283.90

–, – including asymmetrysRef. 3d 36.3 292.8

k ·p HamiltoniansRef. 4d 38.9 313.7

–, with chemical correction for ZnsRef. 4d 47.2 380.7

Experimental method

PL, 4.2 K sRef. 5d 45.5±0.8 367.0±6.5

PL sRef. 6d 46.1±0.6 371.8±4.8

PL sRef. 7d 46.5 375.0

PL sRef. 8d 47.0 379.1

PL, 50 K sRef. 9d 50±2 403±16
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selves. PL and ERS are sensitive to transitions in which par-
ity is conserved. Absorption spectroscopy is complementary,
the dipole selection rules permitting transitions between
states of different parity.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples studied here were bulk InP doped with Zn at
131017 atoms cm−3, wedged to suppress optical interference
between front and back faces. A Bruker Model IFS 113v
Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer equipped with a glo-
bar light source and liquid-helium–cooled Si bolometer de-
tector was used. Measurements were made in a 17.5 T super-
conducting magnet and a 30 T resistive magnet. The light
was conducted to the sample at field center via a metal light
pipe and a condenser cone. The samples were aligned with a
k100l axis parallel to the field. This was also the direction of
sunpolarizedd light propagationsFaraday geometryd; in this
arrangement,E'B.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the transmission of InP:Zn in the energy
range 72–86 meV forB=0 and 10,B,30 T. Absorption

features that move with field and are related to transitions
from the 1G8

+ ground state to the excited states 1G8
−, 2G8

+, and
2G8

− are indicated, respectively, asGF, EF, andDF. The su-
perscripts signify that these features are not the interstate
transitions themselves, but their phonon replicas in reso-
nance with the valence band continuum, or Fano
resonances.13

Fano resonances have been observed previously in many
and various semiconductor systems. Here we restrict the dis-
cussion to the bound states of impurities. Fano resonances
have been reported for shallow and deep donor and acceptor
impurities in Si,14–24 donors25 and acceptors26 in Ge, Mn in
GaAs,27 and Li in ZnSe.28

The Fano functionFs« ,qd=sq+«d2/ s1+«2d involves the
shape parameterq and the dimensionless reduced energy

« =
"v − fEhole− "vphonon− Fg

G/2
, s1d

where"v, Ehole, and"vphonon are, respectively, the photon,
hole-transition, and phonon energy,F is the coupling param-
eter, andG is the spectral width. The Fano parameters may
be determined from the absorption spectrum by a simple
construction.29 Here q@« and the spectral width is almost
the same as for the parent transitions.

In magnetic field the degeneracy of the acceptor energy
states is lifted, analogously to the Zeeman effect in atomic
hydrogen. In discussing the effect of a magnetic field on
different hydrogenic systems it is convenient to introduce a
dimensionless unit for the strength of the magnetic field. This
is conventionally taken to be the ratio of the magnetic energy
mBB swhere mB is the Bohr magneton andB the magnetic
fieldd to the Rydberg energy Ry. This ratio is unity at the
magnetic field

B0 =
Ry

mB
, s2d

which has the value of 235052 T. Scaling for an acceptor
having first Luttinger parameterg1 in a semiconductor host
of dielectric constant e, the effective Rydberg

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Field dependence of 1G8
+→1G8

− transition
sGd and phonon replicassFano resonancesGFd. The latter have
been reduced in energy by"vLO. The transitions are labeled accord-
ing to the notation of Ref. 34. The lines are given by Eq.s2d using
the g factors stated in the text.

TABLE II. Energies of some excited states of InP:Zn.

State

Cubic model
sRef. 2d

meV

Cubic model
sRef. 11d

meV

PL
sRef. 12d

meV

1S3/2s1G8
+d 35.20 37.8 42

2S3/2s2G8
+d 10.53 14.4

2P1/2s1G6
−d 1.97

2P3/2s1G8
−d 15.89 17.08 17.5

2P5/2s2G8
−d 9.98 10.68 12.8

2P5/2s1G7
−d 7.32 9.8

FIG. 1. Transmission of InP:Zn in the energy range 72–86 meV
for fields B=0 stopmostd, 11.5, 12.5, 13.0, 13.5, 13.9, 14.9, 15.4,
15.9, 16.3, 17.1, 17.3, 18.0, 19.2, 20.4, 21.6, 22.8, 25.2, 26.4, 27.0,
27.6, and 28.2 T.
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Ry* =Ry/g1e2 and the effective Bohr magnetonmB
* =g1mB

and so

B0
* =

1

g1
2e2

Ry

mB
. s3d

Taking g1 to be 5.15sRef. 30d for InP, B0
* =58 T. This mag-

netic field is also that at which the magnetic lengthÎ" /eB is
the same as the Bohr radiusa0.

It is usual to refer to fields belowB0
* as “low” and to fields

above B0
* as “high.” At the experimentally highest field

B=30 T employed here,B0
* ,0.5, and so in this sense all the

fields employed here are “low.” More precisely, our interest
is to the extent that a theory of Zeeman splitting based on
linearg factors as developed via group theory by Bhattachar-
jee and Rodriguez31 is expected to be adequate to describe
the results. It has been argued that atany field the atomic
notation is not strictly correct and that the states should be
labeled by the high-fieldsLandaud notation, but this would
be an extreme view. It might be argued, on the basis that
even the ground-state wavefunctions extend over many Bohr
radii,32 that a better criterion for the onset of high field is
when the magnetic length is nota0, but rather, say, 10a0.
According to this argument, a high field would be only
B0

* /100, or,0.6 T in InP and,0.3 T in GaAs. Such a cri-
terion appears unduly conservative in light of the experimen-
tal data published for these systems. Schmittet al.,11 in a
theoretical study, propose a rule of thumb that the linear
terms are adequate in describing the states to aboutB0

* /5, or
about 12 T in InP. However, it has been demonstrated in
experiments inp-GaAs that the splittings of the magneto-
transitions often follow a linear dependence to much higher
fields and an explanation of that phenomenon given:33 often
the quadratic term is the same for the two excited states and
so is eliminated if the difference is calculated. This allows
accurate calculation ofg factors using the linear approxima-
tion.

With magnetic field parallel to ak001l crystal axis, the
energies of the four sublevels of aG8 state are given by

Em
p = mBsmg1

p + m3g2
pdB + fq1

p + sq2
p + q3

pdm2gB2, s4d

wherem= ± 1
2, ±3

2 is a spin quantum number characterizing
the state, here given within theTd notation, the termsg andq
are parameters of the material, and the labelp denotes the
particularG8 state.

Figure 2 gives the field dependence of the features asso-
ciated with the transition 1G8

+→1G8
− sG lined and its Fano

resonancessGFd. For convenience of comparison, the Fano
resonances have been shifted down in energy by the energy
of the LO phonon. The zero-field positions of the parent line
and the Fano resonance do not precisely match; here the
sunreducedd coupling parameterFG=0.26 meV. The inten-
sity of the lower-energy components decreases with mag-
netic field due to magnetic depopulation; only two compo-
nents, those of high energy, are evident beyond 18 T. The
selection rules permit four parallel and two perpendicular
components to be observed in the parent transition. The se-
lection rules relax for phonon replicas.35 We attribute the
new, higher-energyGF component to a transition forbidden
in the parent series for this polarization. The larger number
of components now available allows us to reanalyze the
splitting pattern and determine theg factors of the 1G8

+ and
1G8

− states with greater confidence than previously. We find
that the ground state 1G8

+ has g18= +0.83±0.06 and
g28=−0.12±0.06, and the excited state 1G8

− has g1
G

=1.58±0.06 andg2
G=−0.72±0.06.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Field dependence of 1G8
+→2G8

+ transition
sEd, formally forbidden in this geometry, and three phonon replicas
sEFd. The latter have been reduced in energy by"vLO. The lines
given are least-squares fits.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Field dependence of 1G8
+→2G8

− transition
sDd and phonon replicassFano resonancesd; the latter have been
reduced in energy by"vLO. The transitions are labeled according to
the notation of Ref. 34. The lines are given by Eq.s2d using theg
factors stated in the text.

FIG. 5. Landau-related series of lines. Fields are as for Fig. 1
except zero field is omitted.
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The E transition 1G8
+→2G8

+ is formally forbidden by the
selection rules for this geometry. Here the strong field in-
duces wave-function overlap, permitting the observation of
one component of theE line in absorption, confirming the
transition energy measured in ERS. Three phonon replicas
are observedsFig. 3d. Even so, there are too few components
to unravel theg factors of the 2G8

+ state. For this transition,
FE=0. We speculate this is connected with both the initial
and final states being of even parity.

At small fieldss3 Td, theD transition 1G8
+→2G8

− broadens
and disappears.36 At higher fields it reemerges, leading
to a reassignment of the unperturbed energy on the basis of
magnetospectroscopy.34 Even so, the small number of
observed components was insufficient to allow the determi-
nation of theg factors of the 2G8

− state. Here the effects
of magnetic depopulation are observed for theD line, as
they were for theG. Only two components are observed
beyond 12 T, and only one beyond 18 T. Now, with the
Fano resonances includedsFD=−0.29 meVd, four compo-
nents sone paralleld rather than three are evidentsFig. 4d,
and at last theg factors of the excited state can be estab-
lished. These are determined to beg1

D=2.38±0.08 and
g2

D=−0.81±0.08.
ERS measurements have reported lines labeledC, 1,

and 2, of energies 37.25, 39.51, and 40.99 meV.10,37

Such energies are not accessible to our technique, lying in
the reststrahlen region, which extends from,38 to 44
meV. In this range essentially all photons are reflected. We
can access the phonon replica of this region—but no
transitions are observed at the corresponding energies, even
at field.

Above the reststrahlen band a new series of lines emerges.
Three components have been observed earlier to 17.5 T,
but not identified:34 five are reported here to fields of 30 T
sFig. 5d.

Is this new series transitions to another excited state of Zn
impurity? If so, the level is extremely shallow, 43 meV com-
pared with 45.5–50 meV binding energysTable Id. In particu-
lar, it is not the linesC, 1, or 2, as it corresponds to none of

these in energy.10,37 It cannot be the 2P1/2s1G6
−d state ssee

Table IId; this splits to only four components in field.31 So we
rule out an excited state of Zn as the origin of the series. It
may be thought the series originates from another impurity in
InP. This is unlikely, as the energy does not correspond to
any reported impurity: Be, Mg, C, and Ca have smaller ion-
ization energies,4 the Cd lines are nearby but do not match,10

Si and Ge are far deeper.4

In view of the series not being associated with bound
states, and the repeated spacing in energy with field, we at-
tribute it to free-hole Landau-related levels. These have been
studied extensively in Ge, but not in III-Vs.

A further fascinating feature arises in high fields: phonon
replicas of the Landau series. Before discussing the data, two
limitations of the present experiments will be pointed out.
First, absorption in a vacuum window prevents useful data
being taken from 88–92 meV, and the features all move
through this region as field is applied. Second, spectra were
recorded only to 112 meV. The highest-energy feature moves
beyond this before the highest field is reached. To bring out
most clearly the weaker features, spectra taken at field were
ratioed with the zero-field spectrum. Such ratios are shown
in Fig. 6 for 15.4, 22.8, and 28.8 T. At 15.4 T, only compo-
nentsscd andsdd are evident. At 22.8 T, componentssad, sbd,
scd, and sdd are all observed. By 28.8 T, componentsdd has
moved out of the accessible energy range.

The energies of the Landau lines and their replicas are
plotted against magnetic field in Fig. 7. The correspondence
is excellent. Unlike for theG andD lines, there is no offset.
The energy difference between the two series directly gives
the phonon energy which we deduce from our data to be
"vLO=43.1±0.3 meV. From the intercept we estimate the
ionization energy of Zn in InP to beEA=43.0±0.8 meV. The
slopes allow the hole effective mass to be determined,
mh

* =0.59±0.02.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined High-energy, high-field phonon replica of
Landau-related series. Spectra at field are ratioed with zero field
spectrum and then offset by 0.12, 0.17, and 0.20, respectively, for
15.4, 22.8, and 28.8 T. Zero-field spectrum illustrates instrument
blackout region and high-energy limit.

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Landau-related series and their phonon
replicas. The offset of the two series determinesvLO, the intercept
determinesEA, and the slope determinesmh

* .
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IV. CONCLUSION

The observation of Landau-related lines in the absorption
spectrum of InP:Zn allows the direct experimental determi-
nation of EA and mh

* and so g1. Observation of phonon
replicas of these allows determination ofvLO. The relaxation
of selection rules for phonon replicassFano resonancesd
of bound-to-bound hole transitions relative to the Lyman
series allows more reliable, and in some cases the only, val-
ues for theg factors of the ground and excited states of the
acceptor to be determined.
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